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Steven Heine’s question at the beginning of Opening Mountain acts as the
overall thesis: ‘‘What are koans?’’ From the start he launches into a variety of
responses: ‘‘The koan—a brief, enigmatic anecdote or dialogue between two
contesting parties—defines the heart of Zen Buddhism and is the single most
distinctive feature in the thought and practice of the Zen sect’’ (1). He
describes these contesting encounters as ‘‘quixotic, paradoxical, and often
absurd utterances, reprimands, and gestures designed to twist and torment
the ordinary rational mind and trigger a spiritual breakthrough to a realm
beyond reason’’ (1). Hence, koans are ‘‘psychological tools that convey a
philosophical message about the meaning of enlightenment’’ (2). Although
readers may be familiar with many prominent examples of koans, such as
‘‘What is the sound of one hand clapping,’’ or ‘‘What is your original face before
your parents were born,’’ Heine introduces us to a broader context to explore
these dramatic encounters. He argues that koans are ‘‘part of a comprehensive
body of Zen literature that incorporates mythical and magical elements
influenced by popular beliefs, symbols, and rites’’ (1). In addition, the records
of koans have arisen from Zen masters who ‘‘challenged heretical religious
figures, such as hermits, shamans, and ‘dangerous women.’’’ (1). The history of
koans reflect the practice of Zen masters who used various methods to prevail
over recluses and local wizards, practitioners who were celebrated for taming
supernatural and supranormal powers.

Heine tells us that the supernatural beliefs and rites in koans were bor-
rowed from or influenced by a complex network of factors, such as indigenous
East Asian religions; the rhetoric of the ‘‘art of war’’; Buddhist meditation
techniques imported from India; the models of extreme asceticism practiced by
forest contemplatives or wanderers; and influences from Chinese Mahayana
esoteric religiosity, included chants and spells as part of sacred writing.
Drawing from these literary sources, Heine explores the koan beyond the well-
known notions of verbal exchanges, or enigmas that trigger enlightenment
experiences during meditation or realization awakenings. Indeed, koans,
viewed from a conventional standpoint, focus on ‘‘Zen Masters shouting at,
slapping, striking, or otherwise rebuking their disciples in order to bring about
a spiritual breakthrough’’ (5). According to these dramatic episodes, the koans
of these Masters function less as names for ideas, but as ‘‘no-names’’ recalled in
Lao Tzu’s saying ‘‘The Tao that is spoken is not the true Tao’’ (5). The con-
ventional view of the koan suggests a contest that creates a ‘‘double bind’’ or
‘‘intellectual impasse in which both sides are considered equally wrong and yet
some response is required’’ (5). In this sense, koans are ‘‘rhetorical devices that
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use paradox, wordplay, and ambiguity to communicate a message about the
maddening quality and inherent limitations of language.’’ But do these views of
koans exhaust the full significance of the phenomena? Heine thinks not.

In addition to the familiar, conventional views of koans, Heine’s study
includes key elements of supernaturalism, ritualism and other mythological
and magical features that belong to the overall koan discourse. Heine argues
that the communicative power of koans ‘‘derive from the creative tension
between two levels, with one level embracing supernaturalism, myth, and
ritual, and the other level detaching from these elements. Thus, we see a
mixture of mythical and iconoclastic dimensions in koans. For example,
although we see Zen stones in the gardens of Kyoto or staffs that wake the
slumbering monk, we learn of stones that are powerful icons and staffs that
turn into dragons’’ (9). Accordingly, the images we encounter in Zen koans are
often multifaceted, reflective of tradition, myth, and iconoclastic rendering. In
fact, the title of the book is an excellent example of Heine’s overall point of
view: ‘‘When a mountain name is used in Zen literature it might refer to any
one or combination of three factors: the mountain itself, a temple or the site of
its location, or the master who founded the temple’’ (24). In Zen rhetoric,
passing a ‘‘mountain gate’’ or ‘‘entering a mountain’’ refers to embarking on a
spiritual journey. Eventually, all Zen temples were referred to as ‘‘mountains.’’
Heine’s book explores these interweavings of Zen discourse—the double folds
of paradox and iconoclasm in koan rhetoric.

In order for the reader to see the koan rhetoric that includes both conven-
tional and iconoclastic features, Heine uses a sixfold review of koan records.
After the presentation of a koan translation, he explores the koan with 1)
pointers (introductory philosophical commentary of the main case); 2) the
main case (an encounter dialogue, often drawn from familiar source texts); 3)
prose commentary (short, brief paragraphs that focus on philosophical or
narrative background); 4) verse commentary (the original style of the koan
included in the earliest koan collection, usually a four-line verse, or longer
verses of 8–10 lines); 5) capping phrases (a cross between a koan and a
footnote—a phrase that makes a comment, resonates like a line of poetry;
generally 1–25 words); notes (notes on key phrases in the koan); 6) and finally
the discussion (the translator’s analysis of the main case that traces the source
texts and the role of supernatural and ritual imagery in the koan). Following
this method, Heine deepens our experience of the koan tradition and its
evolution in the worlds of Zen rhetoric and literature.

Although the numerous scholarly citations guide us to a closer reading and
record of Zen koans, the verse commentaries alone are quite compelling and
playful. The verses themselves could comprise a wonderful book of poetry
without additional discussion. For example: ‘‘It is laughable how an ordinary
monk thinks he can just grab the tiger by its whiskers!’’ (46). An example of a
four-line verse reads:
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If someone asks the meaning of Bodhidharma coming from the
West,

It is that the handle of a wooden ladle is long and the mountain
torrent runs deep;

If you want to know the boundless meaning of this,
Wait for the wind blowing in the pines to drown out the sound

of koto strings (80).

A final verse reveals not only the parabolic nature of Zen koans, but also the
overall ‘‘mountain’’ spirit of Heine’s splendid study:

Coming from the West, directly pointing
To the great matter of transmission,
The one causing such a stir amid the Zen forest
Is, after all, none other than you (178).
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